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Abstract

The study of W pair events at the Large Electron Positron collider is reviewed� A discus�
sion of how W�W� events are produced and identi�ed in the OPAL detector is presented�
The techniques used to measure the W�W� cross�section� W branching fractions and the
mass of the W boson are summarized� An overview of triple gauge couplings and their
sensitivity to new physics is also included�



Introduction

The Standard Model of particle physics is a successful theory describing the interactions
between fundamental particles 	�
� It however contains many free parameters� such as the
couplings and masses of the particles� that must be experimentally measured� Precision
measurements of many of these parameters have been made and can be used to evaluate
other unknown parameters or to put limits on new physics beyond the Standard Model�

This report focuses on the measurements of the W boson properties using W pair events
�W�W� � produced via the e�e� � W�W� reaction�� The W boson is the particle me�
diating the charged weak force� Precision measurements of the mass of the W can be used
to place limits on the mass of the hypothetical Higgs particle� In addition� the reaction
producing W�W� events involves the interaction between three spin � particle �W�W�

and Z�W�W� � A study of the structure of these interactions can be used to search for new
physics�

W pair events are produced at the Large Electron Positron �LEP� collider located just
outside Geneva� The results presented in this report were obtained using W�W� events
observed by the OPAL �Omni�Purpose Apparatus at LEP� detector�� Since ����� LEP has
been colliding electrons and positrons at a centre�of�mass energy above ��� GeV where it
is kinematically possible to produce pairs of W bosons�� Prior to ����� W bosons were
only produced at proton�antiproton colliders� Measurements of the W boson properties
at proton�antiproton colliders complement the results obtained at LEP� The details of the
measurements performed at proton�antiproton colliders will not be described in this report
but their results will be compared to LEP measurements when possible�

The �rst two sections of the report contain a brief introduction to the Standard Model
and a discussion of how W�W� events are produced and identi�ed using the OPAL detector�
Section � describes the measurements of the W boson properties� The couplings between
three spin � particles ��W�W� or Z�W�W�� and their sensitivity to new physics are
presented in section �� Finally� a summary of this report is presented in Section ��

� Standard Model

The Standard Model �SM� of particle physics describes the interactions between fundamen�
tal particles � leptons� quarks and gauge bosons� For each lepton and quark there exists
a corresponding anti�particle with the same mass� Anti�particles have quantum numbers
that are the negative of the ones given to particles� Leptons and quarks are particles with
half�integer spin �fermions� and can be classi�ed in three categories referred to as genera�
tions or families �see Table ��� Within each generation� leptons and quarks are arranged in
doublets� These doublets of particles are based on the preference of the charged weak force

�A positron �e�� is the anti�particle of the electron�
�There are four detectors at the LEP collider� ALEPH� DELPHI� L� and OPAL�
�To produce two W bosons� conservation of energy requires that the energy available be at least equal to

the sum of the mass of the two W bosons �	
 GeV � 	
 GeV � �
 GeV��
�Fundamental particles are believed to be indivisible and to form the building blocks of all matter�
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Table � Leptons and quarks arranged in three generations� The electric charge of the
particles is listed in the last column in units of the electron charge�

to couple members of a same doublet� The quark doublets observed in nature are slightly
more complicated� They are a linear combination of the mass states given in Table ��

There are four fundamental forces in nature gravitational� weak� electromagnetic and
strong forces� Interactions between particles are described� in quantum �eld theory� in terms
of the exchange of �eld particles with integer spin called mediators or gauge bosons� The
mediators of each force are listed in Table �� Neutrinos ��� are neutral particles that interact
only weakly with matter� Charged leptons participate in the weak and electromagnetic
forces� Quarks� in addition to the electromagnetic and weak forces� also interact through the
strong force� Composite particles made of quarks are called hadrons� Isolated quarks are
not found due to the nature of the strong force� The strong force increases with distance�
Therefore� when two quarks are pulled apart� the potential energy becomes so large that
new quark�antiquark pairs are produced an combine to form new hadrons in a process called
hadronization� At high energy� this results in collimated jets of hadrons�

Force Mediator
Gravitational Graviton
Weak W��W� and Z�

Electromagnetic Photon ���
Strong Gluon �g�

Table � The four fundamental forces in nature and the particles mediating the forces� Note
that the graviton has not been experimentally observed�

The charged mediator of the weak force� the W boson� was discovered in ���� at the
CERN SPS Proton�Antiproton Collider in Geneva 	�
� The properties of the W boson have
more recently been studied at the LEP collider at CERN and at the proton�antiproton
collider at Fermilab in Chicago� The W boson has a mass of roughly �� GeV� approximately
��� ��� times heavier than an electron� It has an extremely short lifetime of the order of
����� seconds� The W may decay into each of the doublets given in Table �� The W boson
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decays to two leptons ����� of the time �W � l��l�
�� It can also decay hadronically �����

of the time �W � q�q� 	�
� It is very di�cult to identify the �avour of the quarks since only
secondary hadrons are observed in the detector� The W boson cannot decay to a doublet
composed of a top and bottom quark since the top quark is heavier than the W boson�

Unlike the other gauge bosons� the mediators of the weak force �W��W�� Z�� are massive
particles� In the SM� their masses can be theoretically explained by the �Higgs mechanism�
	�
� This mechanism is built on the concept of local gauge invariance and symmetry breaking
of a Lagrangian density describing the dynamics of a scalar �eld� As a result of the �Higgs
mechanism�� the W and Z� bosons acquire mass and a massive scalar particle appears
in the interaction Lagrangian� This new particle is called a Higgs and has not yet been
experimentally observed�

A precision measurement of the W boson mass �MW � can be used to set limits on the
mass of the Higgs �MH�� In the Standard Model� the mass of the W boson is predicted to
be 	�


MW �

�
�	�M�

Z
�p

�GF

����
�

sin 
w
p
���r

where GF is the Fermi constant� 	�M�
Z
� is the electromagnetic coupling constant evaluated

at the Z� mass and 
w is the weak mixing angle� All these parameters can be measured
experimentally to determine the size of the radiative corrections �r� The dominant contri�
butions to �r depend on the top quark and the Higgs masses 	�
� The mass of the top quark
has been measured at the Fermilab proton�antiproton collider� hence an improvement in the
precision of MW will give a better constraint on the Higgs mass�

� W
�
W

� Production

Interactions in physics can be represented using Feynman diagrams� These diagrams are
purely symbolic and do not represent by any means the trajectories of the particles� In
momentum�space� the interactions between particles can be express as a perturbation se�
ries in terms of the couplings between particles� Each term in the series corresponds to a
particular Feynman diagram� Diagrams representing �rst�order terms are called �tree level�
diagrams� Figure � shows the tree level Feynman diagrams for the production of W�W�

bosons�
Diagrams �a� and �b� contain a vertex involving three gauge bosons� The couplings

associated with these vertices are usually referred to as Triple Gauge Couplings �TGCs�� A
discussion of TGCs is presented in Section �� Diagram �c� represents the scattering of an
electron �e�� and a positron �e�� via the exchange of an electron neutrino ��e��

The presence of a fourth tree�level diagram is possible if the Higgs particle exists� This
fourth diagram would be equivalent to diagrams �a� and �b� where the � or Z� is replaced
by a neutral Higgs �H��� Since the coupling to the Higgs is theoretically proportional to
the mass of the interacting particles� this fourth diagram would be greatly suppressed due

�Charge conjugation is assumed throughout this paper� i�e� W� is assumed to have the same properties
as W�� The leptonic decay W � l��l implicitly refers to W� � l��l or W

� � l���l�
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Figure � Tree level Feynman diagrams representing the production of W�W� from an
electron and a positron� Diagrams �a� and �b� contain a vertex between three gauge bosons
��W�W� and Z�W�W� respectively��
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to the small mass of the electron �positron�� Even if the Higgs particle exists� it would not
signi�cantly modify the values of Triple Gauge Couplings within the current experimental
precision� Thus� the production of W�W� bosons from a Higgs is ignored throughout this
report�

��� Identi�cation of W�W� events�

W bosons can decay into lepton or quark doublets as discussed in section �� The possible
�nal states of a W�W� event can therefore be W�W� � �l�ll

���l� � where each W decays
to two leptons� W�W� � q�qq��q� � where each W decays to two quarks or W�W� � q�q�l�l �
where one W decays leptonically and one W decays hadronically� �

Each �nal state has a particular experimental �signature� in the OPAL detector� A de�
tailed description of the OPAL detector can be found in 	�
� Figure � shows a reconstruction
of a typical W�W� event for each possible �nal state� Each picture represents a cross�
sectional view of the OPAL detector where the direction of the beam points out of the page�
The trajectories of charged particles in the central drift chamber are represented by solid
lines� The yellow �pink� boxes represent the amount of energy deposited in the electromag�
netic �hadronic� calorimeter of the OPAL detector� The size of the boxes is proportional to
the amount of energy deposited�

W�W� � �l�ll
���l� events are characterized by an acoplanar	 pair of charged leptons�

The total momentum of the event does not appear to be conserved due to the presence
of two undetected neutrinos� Background to W�W� � �l�ll

���l� events mainly comes from
four�fermion production processes such as e�e� � Z�Z� and e�e� �We��e�

W�W� � q�q�l�l events have two hadronic jets� one high momentum lepton and some
missing momentum due to the presence of a neutrino� The selected sample of W�W� �
q�q�l�l events is predominantly contaminated by four�fermion processes such as e�e� � Z�Z��
e�e� � We��e and e�e� � Z�e�e� which can lead to two hadronic jets and one identi�ed
lepton being observed in the detector� The process producing two fermions via e�e� �
Z��� � q�q where a hadron or radiated photon is misidenti�ed as a lepton is also a source
of background for W�W� � q�q�l�l events

Finally� W�W� � q�qq��q� events contain four jets of particles� Since no neutrinos are
produced from the decays of the W bosons� the event has no signi�cant missing momentum�
The sample of candidate W�W� � q�qq��q� events is mainly contaminated by events coming
from the reaction e�e� � Z��� � q�q associated with radiated energetic photons or with
gluon radiation producing a total of four jets�

�The symbol q�q implicitly refers to any doublet of quarks that can be produced from aW decay� Similarly�
l��l refers to any doublet of leptons including charge conjugate modes� The symbol � is used to explicitly
indicate that both W bosons do not have to decay to the same leptons or quarks �nal states�

�By convention� acoplanar means particles not produced in the same plane with respect to the r��
coordinates of the detector� i�e� particles are not back to back in the r�� plane� The electron beam is de�ned
as the z�axis of the detector�
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Figure � Reconstruction of typical events for each possible W�W� �nal state� The picture
represents a cross�sectional view of the OPAL detector where the direction of the beam
points out of the page� The solid lines represent the tracks of charged particles in the central
drift chamber� The yellow �pink� boxes represent the amount of energy deposited in the
electromagnetic �hadronic� calorimeter of the OPAL detector� The size of the yellow �pink�
boxes is proportional to the amount of energy deposited� The red arrows indicate hits in
the muon chambers of the detector� The �rst picture �left� represents a W�W� event in
which one W decayed to an electron and electron neutrino and one W decayed to a muon
and muon neutrino� In the middle picture� one W decayed hadronically forming two jets of
particles and the other W decayed to an electron and an electron neutrino� The last picture
�right� represents an event in which each W has decayed hadronically forming four jets of
particles�

��� Data Sample

The cross�section of the e�e� � hadrons reaction is shown as function of the centre�of�mass
energy �

p
s� in Figure �� At low energy� the cross�section is proportional to ��s due to the

photon annihilation diagram �e�e� � � � hadrons�� A signi�cant enhancement of the
cross�section is present at a centre�of�mass energy close to the Z� mass �� �� GeV� where
hadrons can be produced via a Z�� Above ��� GeV� �nal state hadrons can be produced
from W�W� events� resulting in a sudden rise in the cross�section� From ���������� LEP
collided electrons and positrons at a centre�of�mass energy close to the Z� mass� In �����
in its second phase of operation �LEP��� LEP has increased its centre�of�mass energy above
the W�W� production cross�section threshold�

In ����� LEP operated at a centre�of�mass energy of ��� GeV during which the OPAL
detector recorded an integrated luminosity
 of ��������������� pb�� where the �rst error

	The luminosity �L� is the number of particles passing in the beam per unit time� per unit area� The
integrated luminosity refers to the luminosity integrated over time and is generally expressed in pb�� where
� pb � �
��	cm��
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Figure � Plot of the SM prediction for the e�e� � hadrons cross�section versus the centre�
of�mass energy �

p
s�� In the �rst phase of operation �LEP��� LEP collided electrons and

positrons at a centre�of�mass energy close to the Z� mass� LEP is now running at a centre�
of�mass energy higher than the W�W� production threshold�

is statistical and the second systematic 	�
� The luminosity L is measured at OPAL using
small angle Bhabha� scattering events detected in the forward silicon tungsten calorimeter�
The number of events produced in the detector from a particular reaction is equal to the
reaction cross�section times the integrated luminosity� The identi�cation of W�W� events is
not fully e�cient and other type of events can pass the W�W� selections� Table � shows the
number of candidate events for each type ofW�W� decay collected by the OPAL detector at
a centre�of�mass energy of ��� GeV 	�
� An estimate of the purity and e�ciency for selecting
events of each decay type is also given�

� W Boson Properties

��� W�W� Cross�Section and W Decay Branching Fractions

The W�W� production cross�section ��WW � and W branching fractions�� �B� are measured
by comparing the number of observed and expected W�W� events in each possible �nal
state� Table � shows the number of observed and expected events as well as the selection


Scattering of an electron and positron through a photon� e�e� � e�e��
��The fraction of all particles of a given type that decay to a particular �nal state�
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Event Number of Selection Purity
Type Candidates E�ciency

W�W� � �l�ll
���l� �� ����� �����

W�W� � q�q�l�l ��� ����� �����

W�W� � q�qq��q� ��� ����� �����

Table � Number of candidate events of each W�W� decay type selected at a centre�of�mass
of ��� GeV� an estimate of the purity and e�ciency for selecting events of each decay type
is also given�

e�ciencies for each of the ten possible �nal states� The expected number of events presented
in that Table is calculated assuming a SM W�W� cross�section of ����� pb at a centre�of�
mass energy of ����������� GeV and for a W mass of ���������� GeV� The W branching
fractions are also set to their SM values�

For each of the tenW�W� decay types �i � �� ��� shown in Table �� the expected number
of events can be calculated as�

�i � �WWL
��X
j��

�ij�BW�BW��j � Nbkg
i 

The selection of W�W� events of type i also selects� with smaller e�ciencies� W�W� events
of other decay types and these are included by summing over the number of events of each
decay type selected by selection i� The number of events of a type j selected by selection
i is proportional to the e�ciency ��ij� times the branching fractions �BW��BW�� of each W

producing decay type j� The expected number of background events �Nbkg
i � passing the

W�W� selection i is estimated using fully simulated Monte Carlo events�
Using ten equations� one for each �nal state� a maximum likelihood �t is performed to ex�

tract the values of the �ve unknown parameters ��WW �BW�e��e��BW�������BW�� ��� ��BW�q�q���
The number of unknown parameters is reduced to four by requiring that the sum of the dif�
ferent W branching fractions equals one �unitarity constraint��

BW�e��e� � BW������ � BW�� ��� � � BW�q�q� � �

In the second �t performed� values of �WW � BW�l��l� and BW�q�q� are obtained by imposing
the additional constraint of charge current lepton universality� Charge current lepton uni�
versality refers to the assumption that couplings between leptons and W are the same for all
the di�erent types of leptons� Under this assumption� the di�erent branching fractions of the
W decaying to a lepton are therefore all equal �ignoring phase space e�ects�� i�e� BW�e��e�

� BW������ � BW�� ��� � � BW�l��l� � A third maximum likelihood �t is performed to �nd
�WW alone by constraining the W branching fractions to their predicted SM values� Table �
shows the results of each �t using data taken at ��� GeV�

The totalW�W� cross�section at a centre�of�mass of ��� GeV is measured to be ����� �
�����stat�� � �����sys�� pb 	�
 assuming SM branching fractions� This result and three other

�



Decay Type Observed Number Expected Number Selection
of Events of Events E�ciency

W�W� � e��ee
���e �� ������� �����

W�W� � e��e�
���� �� �������� �����

W�W� � e��e�
���� �� �������� �����

W�W� � �����
���� �� �������� �����

W�W� � �����
���� �� �������� �����

W�W� � ���� �
���� � ������� �����

W�W� � q�qe��e ��� ��������� �����
W�W� � q�q���� ��� ��������� �����
W�W� � q�q� ��� ��� ��������� �����
W�W� � q�qq��q� ��� ���������� �����

Table � Observed and expected number of events for each decay type at a centre�of�mass
energy of ����������� GeV assuming MW � ���������� GeV� SM W branching fractions
and a calculated SM �WW of ����� pb� The selection e�ciencies for each decay type appears
in the last column�

FIT CONSTRAINTS
Unitarity Lepton Universality SM Branching Fractions

BW�e��e� �����������������
BW������ �����������������
BW�� ��� � �����������������
BW�q�q� ����������������� �����������������
BW�l��l� �����������������
�WW �pb� ��������������� ��������������� ���������������

Table � Results of W�W� cross�section and branching fraction measurements extracted
from a maximum likelihood �t using three di�erent constraints described in the text� Data
were taken at a centre�of�mass energy of ��� GeV� The �rst error is statistical and the second
one is systematic�
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Figure � Plot of the total W�W� production cross�section versus the centre�of�mass energy
�
p
s�� The points represent the OPAL measurements and the solid line is the SM prediction

for a W mass of ����� GeV�

W�W� cross�section measurements taken at di�erent centre�of�mass energies are shown in
Figure �� The cross�section measurements appear as points with error bars and the solid
line represents the SM prediction for a W mass of ����� GeV�

��� W Mass and Width

The mass of the W boson �MW � is a key parameter in the SM� Two di�erent methods are
used at OPAL to measure the mass of the W boson depending on the energy at which
W�W� events were produced� The W width ��W �� which is inversely proportional to its
lifetime� is measured at LEP using data taken at a centre�of�mass energy above the W�W�

production threshold�

����� W�W� events produced at threshold

Near the W�W� production threshold �
p
s � ��� GeV�� MW is extracted using the number

of observed W�W� events of each decay type 	�
� At this centre�of�mass energy� the W�W�

cross�section is sensitive to the mass of the W due to the fast rise in the W�W� cross�
section� Figure � shows the sensitivity of the W�W� cross�section to MW where the point
with error bars represents the OPAL W�W� cross�section measurement at a centre�of�mass
of ��� GeV�
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Figure � SM prediction of the W�W� production cross�section as a function of the centre�
of�mass energy for di�erent values of MW � The OPAL W�W� cross�section measurement
at ��� GeV appears as a point with error bars� The fast rise of the W�W� cross�section
makes it sensitive to MW �

The W mass is determined by comparing the number of observed and expected events of
each W�W� decay type using a maximum likelihood �t� The expected number of W�W�

events is obtained from Monte Carlo simulations generated at di�erent values of MW � The
width of the W boson is constrained to its SM value�

����� W�W� events produced above threshold

At a centre�of�mass energy above threshold� the W mass and width are extracted by compar�
ing the reconstructed mass distribution of the data to the mass distribution of Monte Carlo
generated events at di�erent values of MW and �W � At a centre�of�mass of ��� GeV� the
reconstructed mass distributions are asymmetric due to initial state radiation� The shape
of the reconstructed mass is well described by a relativistic Breit�Wigner function 	��
� The
fully leptonic events �W�W� � �l�ll

���l� � are not used in this analysis as the presence of two
undetected neutrinos results in an underconstrained distribution of possible momenta�
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The reconstructed invariant mass of each selected W�W� event is calculated by perform�
ing a kinematic �t with constraints of energy and momentum conservation� The masses of
the two W candidates are also required to be equal� The kinematic �t uses a ���minimization
technique and the method of Lagrange multipliers� An ambiguity exists in pairing the four
jets from W�W� � q�qq��q� events since the �avours of the original quarks are not known�
There exists three possible jet pairing combinations� A likelihood �t is performed and the
combination corresponding to the largest likelihood is retained� The reconstructed invariant
mass distribution for each W�W� decay type used in this analysis is shown in Figure � for
data collected at ��� GeV� The theoretical prediction that best �t the data is found using
a binned log�likelihood� The mass spectra of background events are assumed to be indepen�
dent of MW and �W � A reweighting technique 	��
 is used to simulate signal events at any
given W mass and width� MW is determined by performing a one�parameter �t where �W

is constrained to its SM relation to the W mass� A two�parameter �t� where both MW and
�W are simultaneously varied� is used to extract a value of �W �

����� Results

The OPAL W mass measurement using data taken at a centre�of�mass of ���� ��� and ���
GeV is �����������stat��������syst�� GeV 	��
� Combining this W mass measurement with
results from the other LEP experiments gives a value of ���������� GeV where the uncer�
tainty represents both statistical and systematic errors� As mentioned earlier� W bosons are
also produced at proton�antiproton colliders� The most recent W mass measurements from
the D� and CDF collaborations at Fermilab are ���������� 	�
 and ������������ 	��
 where
the errors include both statistical and systematic uncertainties� The width of the W boson
is measured at OPAL to be ����������stat��������syst�� GeV using events observed at a
centre�of�mass of ��� GeV and ��� GeV 	��
� The most recent D� and CDF W width mea�
surements are ����������� GeV 	��
 where the error includes both statistical and systematic
e�ects and ����������stat��������syst�� GeV 	��
�

As discussed in Chapter �� it is possible to set limits on the Higgs mass from a measure�
ment of MW � Figure � shows graphically the current constraints on MH using measurements
of the W and top quark masses� The solid red line represents the ��� con�dence level �C�L��
obtained from direct measurements of the W and top quark masses� Results from indirect
measurements are shown as a dotted green contour line� The diagonal yellow area represents
the SM prediction for Higgs mass between �� GeV to ���� GeV� Current direct and indirect
MW measurements favor a light Higgs� The latest OPAL and LEP lower limits on the mass
of a SM Higgs from direct searches is ���� GeV 	��
 and ���� GeV 	��
 respectively at ���
con�dence level�

� Triple Gauge Couplings

As explained in section �� the production of W pair events involves the interaction between
three bosons �W�W� and Z�W�W�� Triple gauge couplings �TGCs� exist since the
measured W�W� cross�section shown in Figure � agrees with the SM prediction� The form
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Figure � Reconstructed W mass distributions for W�W� � q�qq��q� � W�W� � q�qe��e�
W�W� � q�q���� and W�W� � q�q� ��� events� The points corresponds to data taken at
��� GeV and the yellow histograms show the results of the �tted mass� The blue histograms
represent the background contribution�
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Figure � Plot of the measured MW versus the top quark mass� The diagonal yellow band
represents the SM prediction for Higgs mass between �� to ���� GeV� The solid red �dot�
ted green� ellipse represents the ��� con�dence level contour from indirect �direct� MW

measurements� Current MW measurements seem to favor a light Higgs�

of the TGCs might however be di�erent from what the SM predicts� A brief theoretical
introduction to TGCs is presented in the following paragraphs in order to explain the basic
formalism used in the experimental measurement of these couplings�

��� TGC Lagrangian

In quantum �eld theory� particles are described as quantized excitations of di�erent �elds�
The dynamics of these �elds can be expressed mathematically in terms of a function L called
a Lagrangian density ���

The most general Lagrangian density describing the interaction between two charged
bosons �W��W�� and a neutral gauge boson �Z� or �� can be written as

iLWWV �gWWV � gV
�
V ��W�

��W
�� �W�

��W
���

� �VW
�
� W

�

� V
��

��The Lagrangian L is de�ned as L �
R
Ldx�

��
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� igV
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where V � represents the four�vector potential of either a photon ��� or a Z� boson� W��

and W�� correspond to the �elds associated with the W� and W� boson respectively�
Also� W�� � ��W� � ��W� and similarly� V�� � ��V� � ��V�� The totally antisymmetric��

symbol ����� is de�ned as ����� � �� TGCs appear in equation � in bold font� Theoretically�
there exists a total of seven di�erent combinations �corresponding to the seven terms in the
Lagrangian density� through which a pair of W bosons can interact with a neutral boson� In
the SM� gZ� � g
� � �
 � �Z � � and all the other couplings are zero� Anomalous TGCs refer
to values of couplings that are di�erent from the SM prediction� Table � lists the symmetry
properties of each term of the Lagrangian density under charge conjugation���C� and parity
transformation���P��

Conserve
C P CP

gV� � � �
�V � � �
�V � � �
gV� �
gV� �
 �V �
 �V �

Table � Symmetry properties of each term of the Lagrangian density under charge conju�
gation� C� and parity� P� The subscript V stands for � or Z�� The only non�zero couplings
in the SM �gZ� � g



� � �
� �Z� conserve both C and P�

Terms in equation � describing �W�W� vertices can be associated with a classical mul�
tipole expansion of the W � interactions� The electric charge �QW �� electric and magnetic

��The interchange of any two indices brings a minus sign and the symbol has a value of zero if any two
indices are the same�

��The charge conjugation operator� C� converts each particle into its antiparticle�
��The parity operator� P � inverts spatial coordinates such that x� �x� y � �y and z � �z�

��



dipole moments �dW � �W � and electric and magnetic quadrupole moments �qW �  QW � of the
W can then be written in terms of TGCs�

QW � eg
� ���

dW �
e

�mW
� �
 �  �
� ���

�W �
e

�mW
�g
� � �
 � �
� ���

qW � � e

m�
W

��
 � �
� ���

 QW � � e

m�
W

� �
 �  �
� ���

With this physical interpretation in mind� the existence of anomalous couplings could indi�
cate that the W is a composite particle�

In order to experimentally measure TGCs� all fourteen couplings in equation � should be
taken as free parameters to be �tted to data� This is� however� impossible to do with the
amount of data available� To reduce the number of free parameters� the interaction between
three gauge bosons is assumed to conserve C� P and be electromagnetic gauge invariant� Five
parameters are left �gZ� � �Z� �
� �Z and �
�� The requirement that the Lagrangian density
be SU����U��� gauge invariant and precise measurements at lower energy further constrain
this set of parameters with the following relations 	��
�

��Z � ���
 tan
� 
w ��gZ� ���

�Z � �
 ���

where � indicates deviations of the couplings from their SM values and 
w is the weak mixing
angle� This reduces the set of couplings to only three free parameters which are chosen by
convention to be ��
 ��gZ� and � �� � �Z � �
��

��� E�ects of Anomalous TGCs

Pairs of W boson can be produced in nine di�erent helicity�� states� Anomalous TGCs
a�ect the total W�W� cross�section as well as the W angular distribution by changing the
fraction ofW�W� produced in each helicity state� The angular distributions of the W decay
products are also a�ected because they depend on the W helicity state�

Figure � is a plot of the W�W� cross�section as a function of the centre�of�mass energy�
The solid line is the SM prediction and the dashed line is the expected cross�section calculated
without Z�W�W� interactions which corresponds to anomalous couplings ��
 � �� �gZ� �
��� � � �� The data are in good agreement with the SM prediction which suggests that
large values of anomalous couplings are not likely to exist�

��The helicity of a particle is de�ned as the projection of its spin onto its direction of motion� Each W

boson can have helicity ���
 and ���

��



Figure � Plot of the total W�W� production cross�section as a function of the centre�
of�mass energy �

p
s�� The points are data and the solid line represents the SM prediction

���
 � �� �gZ� � �� � � ��� The dashed line corresponds to the case with no Z�W�W�

interactions ���
 � �� �gZ� � ��� � � ���

In the approximation of small W width and no initial state radiation� each W�W� event
can be characterised by �ve angles� By convention� these angles are taken to be the W
production angle 
W with respect to the electron beam and the polar �
�� and azimuthal
���� angles of the decay products of each W in the W rest frame�

The �ve angles of leptonically decaying W�W� events �W�W� � �l�ll
���l� � can only be

reconstructed in the approximation of zero W width and no initial state radiation for l � e
or �� The kinematic angles of the event cannot be reconstructed if one of the W decays to
a � since a third undetected neutrino is produced when the � decays� Using the charge and
momenta of the two observed leptons� a kinematic �t is performed to �nd the values of the
�ve angles� Each lepton�neutrino pair is constrained to have a reconstructed mass equal to
the mass of the W � Furthermore� the two W bosons are also assumed to recoil back�to�back
in the lab frame with a total energy equal to the centre�of�mass energy�

For W�W� � q�q�l�l events� the W production angle 
W is obtained by summing the
four�momenta of the two jets� The decay angles of the charged lepton �
�l � �

�

l � are obtained
from the four�momentum of the lepton boosted back to the W rest frame� The charge of the
identi�ed lepton determines the charge of the parent W � For the hadronically decaying W �
an ambiguity exists in assigning each jet to the primary quark or antiquark� This ambiguity
is taken into account when extracting values of TGCs�

��



Figure � Angular distributions of W bosons �
W � and W decay products in the W rest
frame �
�l � �

�

l � for W�W� � q�q�l�l events at ��� GeV� The points are data and the solid
histograms represent the SM prediction� The distributions expected in the case �gZ� � ����
�� are shown as dotted �dashed� histograms� The other two anomalous couplings are set to
zero ���
 � �� � � ��� Background events are represented by the �lled dotted histograms�

In a fully hadronic W�W� event �W�W� � q�qq��q� �� there exists three jet pairing
possibilities� The most likely combination is chosen by a likelihood algorithm� Once one jet
pairing combination is chosen� the W� is identi�ed to belong to the pair of jets whose charge
is more negative� Most of the sensitivity to TGCs is contained in the W production angle

W due to the lack of separation between quark and antiquark jets�

The e�ects of anomalous couplings on the angular distributions of the W and the W
decay products of W�W� � q�q�l�l events are shown in Figure �� The solid points indicate
the ��� GeV data and the solid line histograms represent the SM prediction� The dotted and
dashed histograms represent the theoretical prediction corresponding to anomalous couplings
�gZ� � �� and �� respectively ���
 � �� � � ��� It is interesting to note that W bosons
are mainly produced forward due to the presence of the neutrino exchange diagram 	��
 �see
Figure ���

Di�erent statistical techniques are used to extract TGCs from experimental data 	����
�

��



It is beyond the scope of this report to describe and discuss the di�erent methods� Combining
data taken at di�erent centre�of�mass energies ����� ��� and ��� GeV� from all W decay
�nal states� TGCs are measured to be 	�


��
 � ��������
����	 �gZ� � ���������

����� � � ���������
�����

where the uncertainties include both statistical and systematic errors� These results are all
consistent with the SM values of zero�

� Summary

The study of W�W� events provides important information on the SM and a chance to
search for possible new physics e�ects� The mechanisms by which W pairs are produced
and identi�ed in the OPAL detector have been presented� The methods used to extract
the W�W� cross�section and the W decay branching fractions have been summarized� The
importance of the W mass measurement has been discussed as well as the two di�erent
methods used to extract this measurement� Finally� an introduction to TGCs was presented
with the latest measurements from the OPAL Collaboration� Data are consistent with the
SM predictions� Search for possible new physics will continue at higher energies �up to ���
GeV� in the next two years left of LEP running�
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